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Executive Summary

The SAPHYRE (Sharing Physical Resources – Mechanisms and Implementations
for Wireless Networks) project investigates voluntary physical resource sharing in
wireless networks. Within this project, effective resource sharing mechanisms have
been developed, which will help to enhance spectral efficiency, coverage, user satis-
faction and operator revenue. Two of the most important contributions of SAPHYRE
are advanced signal processing and coding algorithms (WP3) as well as cross-layer
optimization algorithms (WP4), which are enabling techniques for resource sharing.
However, algorithms that are designed under idealized assumptions may not work in
real wireless systems, probably due to the influence of non-ideal system conditions.
In order to solve this problem, two demonstrator platforms are used to serve the
practical verification of the developed algorithms.
The first demonstrator platform is a flexible wideband wireless Hardware-In-the-
Loop (HIL) platform, which allows efficient HIL tests. HIL tests are signal trans-
mission tests which involve real RF hardware and most of the practical system
conditions and thus can provide proof-of-concept. With such tests, practical imple-
mentation problems can be identified and the algorithms can be optimized. Within
the WP6 of the SAPHYRE project, four representative scenarios have been selected
for implementation and evaluation on the HIL demonstrator platform. The corre-
sponding description, implementation details and the HIL measurement and eval-
uation results are reported in this deliverable. After providing an overview on the
selected scenarios, their implementation and important features of the demonstra-
tor, the test case implementation and evaluation of the four scenarios are reported.
The first scenario is the spectrum sharing scenario without base-station collocation.
The second scenario is the full sharing scenario, i.e. with spectrum- and base-station
sharing. In both scenarios, advanced beam-forming techniques were applied to en-
able performance gains with sharing. HIL test results show that by sharing the
spectrum, considerable gain in rate/throughput can be achieved. Moreover, espe-
cially in the first scenario, a number of advanced beam-forming algorithms have
been applied. The third and the fourth scenarios are both relay sharing scenar-
ios. While the third scenario consists of a “butterfly” network, the fourth scenario
consists a two-way-relaying network. In the third case, advanced network coding
techniques were applied to enable spectrum sharing. In the fourth case, advanced
multi-antenna techniques were applied at the relay to allow spectrum sharing gain.
HIL test results has verified the sharing gain in these two relay sharing scenarios.
The second demonstrator platform is the Berlin LTE-Advanced testbed provided by
FhG. With this testbed, the visibility of the SAPHYRE project will be significantly
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increased towards the industry. For the implementation and demonstration with this
platform, the spectrum sharing scenario has been selected. An efficient and effective
spectrum sharing mechanism has been implemented in realtime. The corresponding
realtime demonstration shows considerable throughput gain by spectrum sharing.
This demonstration has been successfully shown at the Mobile World Congress 2012
in Barcelona and at the Future Network and Mobile Summit 2012 in Berlin.
Based on the implementation and demonstration results, we can see that resource
sharing is feasible in wireless network and can bring considerable gains. For the
deployment of resource sharing, sophisticated and carefully designed algorithms are
necessary, so that the sharing gain is sufficiently exploited. Furthermore, a number
of practical implementation issues have to be taken into account while implementing
these algorithms.
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Abbreviations

AF Amplify and Forward
ACC Automatic Gain Control
ANOMAX Algebraic NOrm-MAXimizing transmit strategy
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BB Baseband
BC BroadCast
BD Block Diagonalization
BER Bit Error Rate
BF BeamForming
BS BaseStation
CCDF Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
CF Compress and Forward
CFO Carrier Frequency Offset
CoBF Cooperative Beam-Forming
CoBG Cooperative BarGaining
CP Cyclic Prefix
CPE Common Phase Error
CQI Channel Quality Indicator
C-SI Complimentary Side Information
CSI Channel State Information
DAC Digital-to-Analog Converter
DF Decode and Forward
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
EMBF Eigen-Mode BeamForming
HDF Hierarchical Decode and Forward
HIL Hardware-In-the-Loop
IOI Inter-Operator Interference
LPF Low-Pass Filter
LTE Long Time Evolution
MAC Medium Access Control layer
MAC-phase Multiple ACcess phase
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
ML Maximum Likelihood
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error
MRT Maximum Ratio Transmission
NE Nash Equilibrium
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
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OPR Operator
PHY Physical layer
RRANOMAX Rank-Restored ANOMAX
RBD Regularized Block Diagonalization
RF Radio Frequency
Rx Receiver
SC SubCarrier
SIC Successive Interference Cancellation
SINR Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SP Signal Processing
SVD Singular-Value-Decomposition
TSE Time Synchronization Error
TNR Tx power to Noise power Ratio
TWR Two Way Relay
Tx Transmitter
UT User-Terminal
WP Work Package
ZF Zero Forcing
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1 Introduction

The SAPHYRE (Sharing Physical Resources – Mechanisms and Implementations
for Wireless Networks) project investigates voluntary physical resource sharing in
wireless networks. Within this project, effective resource sharing mechanisms are
developed, which should help to enhance spectral efficiency, coverage, user satisfac-
tion and operator revenue. Two of the most important contributions of SAPHYRE
are advanced signal processing and coding algorithms (WP3) as well as cross-layer
optimization algorithms (WP4), which are enabling techniques for resource sharing.
These techniques have been reported in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] as well as in the
deliverables D3.1b [11], D3.2b [12], D4.1 [13].
However, as stated in [14, 15], algorithms that are designed under idealized as-
sumptions may not work in real wireless systems, probably due to the influence of
non-ideal system conditions e.g. RF impairments [16] and real wave propagation
environment. In order to solve this problem, two demonstrator platforms are used
to identify practical problems and verify the developed algorithms.
The first demonstrator platform is a flexible wideband wireless Hardware-in-The-
Loop (HIL) platform, which allows efficient HIL tests. HIL tests are signal trans-
mission tests which involve real RF hardware and most of the practical system
conditions. With HIL tests, practical problems and constraints can be identified
in the design stage of resource sharing algorithms, so that they can be optimized.
Furthermore, an algorithm that performs well in HIL test can be declared as fea-
sible. In other words, HIL test provides proof-of-concept. The description of this
demonstrator platform can be found in the deliverable D6.2 [17], which includes
the structure of the platform, the working principle, the configuration modes, the
functionalities and the operation parameters.
The HIL test and verification of the SAPHYRE algorithms are carried out in the
following steps: (i) Selection of representative scenarios and test cases; (ii) Mapping
and implementation of the scenarios, test cases and the corresponding algorithms
on the demonstrator platform; (iii) HIL transmission experiments; (iv) Evaluation
of the experiment results.
For this HIL demonstrator platform, four resource sharing scenarios have been se-
lected for implementation and evaluation. The first scenario is a spectrum sharing
scenario without base-station collocation. The second scenario is a full sharing sce-
nario, i.e. with spectrum- and base-station sharing. In both scenarios, advanced
beam-forming techniques were applied to enable performance gains with sharing.
With the HIL tests, the performance gain by sharing the spectrum should be demon-
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strated. The third and the fourth scenarios are both relay sharing scenarios, while
the third scenario consists of a “butterfly” network, the fourth scenario consists
of a two-way-relaying network. In the third case, advanced network coding tech-
niques were applied to enable spectrum sharing. In the fourth case, advanced multi-
antenna techniques were applied at the relay to allow a spectrum sharing gain. HIL
test results should verify the sharing gain in these two relay sharing scenarios.
The second demonstrator platform is the Berlin LTE-Advanced testbed provided
by FhG. With this testbed, the visibility of the SAPHYRE project will be signif-
icantly increased towards the industry. For this platform, a subset of the above
mentioned scenarios should be selected for implementation and evaluation. The im-
plementation on this platform is realtime and is compliant with the LTE standard.
Therefore, the corresponding demonstration and the results are very related to the
near future of the industry.
In this deliverable, the definition, implementation and evaluation of the above men-
tioned scenarios for both demonstrator platforms are reported. First, Chapter 2 de-
scribes the overview of the selected scenarios and test cases for implementation and
evaluation on the demonstrator platform. Afterwards, Chapter 3 describes the sce-
nario and test case implementation work flow. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 describe the
important functionalities of the HIL-demonstrator and the LTE-Advanced testbed.
Chapter 6 describes the implementation, evaluation and test results of the scenarios
on the HIL-demonstrator platform, including the spectrum sharing scenario (SC2-
TA, Sec. 6.1), the full sharing (spectrum- and infrastructure sharing, SC1-TB, 6.2),
the relay sharing scenario in “butterfly” network (SC1-TC-I, Sec. 6.3) and the re-
lay sharing scenario in Two-Way-Relaying (TWR) network (SC1-TC-II,Sec. 6.4).
Chapter 7 describes the scenario implementation on the LTE-Advanced testbed.
Chapter 8 concludes this deliverable. A part of the results in this deliverable has
also been reported in [18, 19].
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2 Selected Scenarios and Test Cases for
Implementation

For the implementation and evaluation on the demonstrator platform, four scenar-
ios have been selected out of those defined in D3.3b [20] and D5.1a [21]. All these
scenarios have been mentioned in the deliverable D6.1b [22]. Here in this chapter,
we give a compact and complete view about these scenarios. Note that these four
scenarios are representative throughout the whole SAPHYRE project and are ob-
served in most of the work packages. Furthermore, they are most challenging in
terms of signal processing and coding as well as cross-layer design. These scenarios
are listed below:

2.1 Scenario SC2-TA: Spectrum Sharing

In this scenario, several operators share the spectrum. The BSs of the different
operators are not shared. The BSs of all operators transmit signal at the same time
within the same spectrum for their dedicated UTs. In SAPHYRE, we have defined
two classes of spectrum sharing: orthogonal spectrum sharing and non-orthogonal
spectrum sharing. With orthogonal spectrum sharing, orthogonal frequency re-
sources are allocated to different operators from a common spectrum pool. In this
case, no interference is generated between the operators. Advanced resource allo-
cation techniques can be used to allocate different parts of the shared spectrum to
different operators so that the system throughput is enhanced. With non-orthogonal
spectrum sharing, each frequency resource can be simultaneously used by multiple
operators. In this case, inter-operator interference exists, which should be man-
aged using advanced signal processing techniques (e.g. advanced Beam-Forming,
BF, techniques). With adequate techniques, the system throughput as well as the
spectral efficiency can be significantly enhanced. For this scenario, the test cases
include the comparison between non-sharing and sharing cases as well as between
different advanced signal processing techniques for spectrum sharing. More detailed
description can be found in Sec. 6.1.

2.2 Scenario SC1-TB: Full Sharing

In this scenario, multiple operators share both the spectrum and the BSs i.e. the sig-
nals of different operators are transmitted via the same antennas at a BS. The two
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classes of spectrum sharing also apply for this scenario: orthogonal spectrum shar-
ing and non-orthogonal spectrum sharing. With orthogonal spectrum sharing, the
signals of different operators are multiplexed in the spectrum. With non-orthogonal
spectrum sharing, the signals of multiple operators are transmitted with the same
spectrum resource via the same antennas. In this case, advanced signal processing
techniques (e.g. advanced precoding techniques) can be used to allow the simulta-
neous transmission and maximize the system throughput. For this scenario, the
test cases include the comparison between non-sharing and sharing cases as well
as between different advanced signal processing techniques for full sharing. More
detailed description can be found in Sec. 6.2.1.

2.3 Scenario SC1-TC-I: Relay Sharing in “Butterfly”
Network

In this scenario, several operators share both the spectrum and a relay station. This
scenario consists of a “butterfly” network topology, where several independent data
sources of different operators should transmit data to the same number of destina-
tions, respectively, via two-phase relaying transmission. The data sources as well as
the data destinations can be either BSs or UTs. This represents a typical scenario
where relay should be deployed. The two phases of the relaying transmission are
the Multiple Access (MAC) phase and the the BroadCast (BC) phase. In the MAC
phase, the data sources transmit data to the relay and to the destinations, respec-
tively. In this scenario, we assume that there is no direct link between a source and
its dedicated destination. In the BC phase, the relay transmits data to both desti-
nations. The destinations try to decode the dedicated data. Since both relay and
spectrum are shared, the data streams of different sources will be superimposed
at the relay and cause interference to each other. To manage such interference
and achieve maximum capacity, sophisticated relaying strategy and network coding
techniques can be applied. For this scenario, the test cases include the compari-
son between cases with and without spectrum sharing as well as between different
relaying/network coding strategies for spectrum and relay sharing. More detailed
description can be found in Sec. 6.3.

2.4 Scenario SC1-TC-II: Relay Sharing in
Two-Way-Relaying Network

In this scenario, several operators also share both the spectrum and a relay station.
However, unlike the scenario SC1-TC-I, a Two-Way-Relaying (TWR) network is
observed. In this scenario, multiple communication partners (UT pairs or BS-UT
pairs) owned by different operators use one relay station (possibly owned by another
operator/virtual operator) to bidirectionally exchange information using the same

D6.3b SAPHYRE
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spectrum. This is also a typical scenario where a relay should be deployed. In this
case, all BSs or UTs as well as the relay station can have multiple antennas and
operate in half-duplex mode. The TWR also consists of two transmission phase:
the MAC-phase and the BC-phase. In the MAC-phase, all UTs transmit data to the
relay. In the BC-phase, the relay broadcast data to all UTs. This broadcast data
was calculated by the relay according to its received data in the MAC-phase. Since
both the relay and the spectrum are shared, inter-operator interference exists. Thus,
advanced signal processing techniques should be applied at the relay to manage the
interference they cause to each other according to their voluntary agreements. For
this scenario, the test cases include the comparison between cases with and without
spectrum sharing as well as between different relaying/network coding strategies for
spectrum and relay sharing. More detailed description can be found in Sec. 6.4.

SAPHYRE D6.3b
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3 Scenario Implementation Work Flow

After the scenarios are selected, they are implemented and evaluated on the demon-
strator platform via eight steps, which are described as follows:

1. Raw implementation of algorithms: WP3 and WP4 provide initial imple-
mentation of the enabling algorithm in different scenarios. Such implementa-
tions are carried out under ideal assumptions e.g. single carrier transmission,
flat-fading channels, perfect time synchronization etc. They will be used as a
reference for the implementation on the demonstrator platform.

2. Scenario mapping and initial implementation on the demonstrator
platform: The selected scenarios are mapped to the demonstrator platform.
The raw implementation of the algorithms in these scenarios are used as a ref-
erence for the implementation on the demonstrator platform, which considers
the practical implementation constraints e.g. multi-carrier transmission, fre-
quency selectivity of the channels, scaling of signal amplitudes for the DAC,
time synchronization error etc.

3. Pre-simulation with the implemented algorithms: With the developed
demonstrator platform, signal transmission can be carried out both in software
and in hardware. In the early implementation stage, pre-simulation of the im-
plemented algorithms are carried out with software transmissions. Note that
even with software transmission, a number of practical constraints are already
included e.g. frequency selective channels, DAC clipping, time synchronization
error etc. Usually, problems of the algorithms under such constraints will ap-
pear. Such problems are fed back to the project partners of WP3 or WP4 for
further improvement and optimization of the algorithms. The improvement
and optimization can be done via cooperation of WP3/WP4 with WP6.

4. Iterative improvement of the algorithms: After the raw algorithms are
improved by the WP3/WP4 partners, they are used as references to improve
the implementation on the demonstrator platform. Then, the pre-simulation
is performed again to check for further practical problems. The last two steps
are repeated until all the practical problems are solved.

5. HIL transmission experiment of the algorithms: In this step, the im-
plemented scenarios are run on real hardware. HIL transmission experiments
are carried out to further test the implemented algorithms. The HIL trans-
mission results are fed back to the project partners of WP3/WP4 for further
evaluation. Usually, additional hardware related problems can appear, which
needs improvement of the algorithm or the implementation.

SAPHYRE D6.3b



16 3 Scenario Implementation Work Flow

6. Iterative improvement of the algorithm implementation: The project
partners of WP3/WP4 provide feedback according to the evaluation of the
HIL experiment results. According to these feedbacks and analysis of the
implementation, either the algorithm itself or the implementation manner
may be improved. This experiment-and-feedback process is continued until
satisfactory results are obtained by the HIL transmission experiment.

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the work flow described above.

Figure 3.1: Workflow of scenario implementation.
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4 The HIL-Demonstrator Platform

4.1 The Flexible and Reconfigurable HIL-Test Framework

A flexible and reconfigurable HIL-test framework has been developed for testing
resource sharing mechanisms on the demonstrator platform. Fig. 4.1 shows the
block diagram of this framework, which consists mainly of the transmitter part, the
channel part, the receiver part and a number small parts realizing other function-
alities like Automatic Gain Control (AGC), channel emulator control, multi-stage
transmission mapping etc. In the practice, this frame work has to be adapted (mod-
ification, restructuring and extension) for each scenario. This frame work allows the
following advantages:

• Efficient integration of new algorithms in a certain scenario. As long as the
framework is already adapted for a scenario and the first algorithm has been
integrated, new algorithms requiring the same interfaces can be efficiently
integrated. But if new interface is required by a new algorithm (e.g. the game
theoretical BF algorithms in scenario SC2-TA require rate estimation values,
which were not required by the BD algorithm). Accordingly, in Fig. 4.1 mainly
the blocks “advanced precoding algorithm” and “advanced decoding/relaying
algorithm” have to be extended.
• This HIL-test framework allows efficient switching between different channel

propagation environments, including the MATLAB software channel, the RF
cable network (with precoded MATLAB channels in the transmitted signals),
the channel emulator and the 60 GHz free space propagation channel. At
the early algorithm implementation stage, pre-simulations can be carried out
using the MATLAB software channels to identify preliminary implementation
problems. Note that the use of MATLAB software channels is independent of
the demonstrator hardware platform and thus, can be easily deployed by the
individual project partners for preliminary tests of algorithms. The switch-
ing between different RF transmission channels allows to investigate the algo-
rithms in different aspects. With RF cable network and the channel emulator,
reproducible results can be produced and performance curves can be obtained
to support theoretical and systematical algorithm test. With the 60 GHz
free space propagation channel, the algorithms can be verified under the most
realistic conditions.
• Easy adjustment of various parameters including mapping parameters (on the

platform), platform parameters (e.g. carrier frequency, bandwidth), scenario
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parameters, signal parameters and evaluation parameters. By defining virtual-
and physical Tx-Rx pairs, the mapping of the scenario to the demonstrator
platform can be very efficient. Moreover, the scenario parameters can be flex-
ibly configured e.g. the number of Tx/Rx antennas (but depending on the RF
signal transmission mode and the number of available physical transmitters
and receivers). The evaluation is also very flexible. In each transmission loop,
some intermediate measurement results can be shown in live, e.g. the spec-
trum of the transmitted signals, the received signal samples, the estimated
channel frequency response, the received signal constellation etc.

Figure 4.1: Block-diagram of the HIL-test framework

D6.3b SAPHYRE
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4.2 Important Functionalities of the Demonstrator
Platform

The HIL demonstrator platform is very flexible in terms of transmission experiment.
With this platform, different types of transmission experiments can be configured
(both in software and hardware) and carried out, allowing extensive investigation
and verification of the developed resource sharing algorithms from different aspects.
In the following, the most important functionalities of this demonstrator platform
which allow flexible and efficient algorithm tests are described:

• Different RF signal transmission modes: As mentioned in Sec. 4.1 and
described in the deliverable D6.2 [17], three RF signal transmission modes
are provided by the demonstrator platform: the RF cable network mode, the
channel emulator mode and the 60 GHz free space transmission mode. While
the first two modes provide reproducible results and are suitable for analysis
and evaluation of resource sharing mechanisms, the 60 GHz transmission mode
is suitable for live demonstration, where real radio channel effects can be
shown.
• Multi-stage transmission mapping: As described in Sec. 3.2 of the deliv-

erable D6.2 [17], multi-stage transmission mapping can be used in combination
with the first two RF signal transmission modes. With this multi-stage trans-
mission mapping, networks with larger Tx/Rx numbers than the number of
available physical Tx/Rx can be simulated with HIL.
• Multi-path channel effect: In the RF cable network transmission mode,

multi-path channels are generated by pre-distorting the transmitted signals
in MATLAB. The impulse response of these channels are convolved with the
corresponding Tx signals before they are transmitted. In the channel emu-
lator mode, multi-path channel realizations are generated within the channel
emulator. The channel effect on the modulated RF signal is accomplished
in the channel emulator. In the 60 GHz transmission mode, the channels
are real multi-path radio channels, which depends on the wave propagation
environment.
• Remote Control and Different Operational Modes of the Channel
Emulator: The channel emulator is integrated to the demonstrator platform
via remote control. The remote control is mainly done via the Ethernet con-
nection between the central controller PC and the channel emulator. The
remote control includes connection establishment, channel emulation setup
(channel emulation file, input- and output gains/attenuations etc.), channel
realization control and connection closure. For the channel realization control,
two operation modes are implemented:

1. Stepping Mode: Increments of the channel realization number is con-
trolled by the Ethernet interface via the “STEP” or “GO TO” functions
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(see reference manual of the Elektrobit F8 channel emulator1). First, the
central controller software sends a command to inform the channel emu-
lator to increase the channel realization number (go to the next channel
realization) or to go to a certain channel realization. Afterwards, the
channel realization remains constant, as the global signal transmission
is triggered. In this way, block-fading channels can be realized, which is
very favorable for algorithm test.

2. Trigger-and-Run Mode: In this case, the updating of the channel real-
izations is not controlled by the Ethernet connection but by an additional
external trigger signal. After connection establishment, the channel real-
ization stays constant until the external trigger signal is active. During
the active duration of the external trigger signal, the channel realizations
are updated according to the predefined fading- and mobility parameters.
As soon as the external signal returns to inactive state, the channel re-
alization becomes constant again. In this way, fast fading channels can
be realized, which can be used for further test of the algorithms.

• SNR adjustment: The receive SNR can be adjusted by two methods. The
first method is to variate the gain factors of the variable gain amplifiers at the
modulators as well as those of the LNA at the receivers. The second method
is to add Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) to the received signals
in MATLAB. Generally, the first method may include more practical effects
e.g. colored noise than the second method. However, the second method also
provides a good proof-of-concept under influence of most of the hardware
effects. Both methods can be combined to adjust the receive SNR.
• Signal power, interference power and the noise power measurement:

Generally, for performance evaluation of the resource sharing algorithms, the
value of the received SNR is required, which is generally not exactly known.
Thus, additional pilot sequences are transmitted to estimate the SNR value
as well as the SINR value. For scenarios with interference links, signal power
and interference power should be distinguished. For this purpose, different BSs
should transmit the pilot sequence alternately i.e. when one BS transmits, the
other BSs should not transmit.
• Signal bandwidth adjustment: The adjustable range of the sampling clock

of the demonstrator platform is between 300 MHz and 500 MHz, resulting in
the maximum signal bandwidth between 150 MHz and 250 MHz (Oversam-
pling factor 2 is applied in the ADCs of the receivers). Further adjustment
of the signal bandwidth can be done via oversampling of the discrete base-
band signal. As mentioned in the deliverable D6.2 [17], the central controller
software generates all transmit signal vectors and distributes them to the
corresponding devices of the demonstrator platform via Ethernet. If the over-

1Elektrobit System Test Ltd., Finland, www.elektrobit.com.
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sampling is done in the central controller software, a high oversampling factor
(e.g. oversampling factor 8 with sampling clock frequency 320 MHz to achieve
the 20 MHz for LTE signals) significantly increases the length of the signal
vector (which scales with the oversampling factor). Very long signal vec-
tors can result in much higher latency time of the distribution via Ethernet,
causing the whole HIL-test to become inefficient. To solve this problem, the
HIL-framework was improved, so that the oversampling is possible after the
original signal vectors are distributed to each single device. With such “local
oversampling” mechanism, the Ethernet is not the bottleneck of the HIL-test
efficiency any more and the signal bandwidth can be flexibly adjusted.
• Synchronized and coordinated multi-device operation: The HIL plat-

form has centralized system control, which includes distribution of Tx signal
vectors, collection of the Rx signal vectors and adjustment of all device pa-
rameters (e.g. Tx/Rx attenuation value, carrier frequency). These operations
are carried out via Ethernet connection between the devices. A controller
software application is used as the central coordinator. Before each burst-
transmission, data files containing all transmit signal vectors and command
files for parameter adjustment are generated by the controller software and
distributed to all devices. After loading such files, all slave devices send an
acknowledgment message, while the master device collects such messages of
all the slave devices. Once all ACK files are collected, the master activates the
global trigger signal, causing all the devices to transmit and receive signals.
Afterwards, all devices send the received signal vectors as well as the necessary
system control information back to the central controller software for evalu-
ation. To allow global trigger, trigger signal is distributed from the master
device to all slave devices over a trigger-cable. With the above mechanisms,
multiple devices can operate in a synchronized and coordinated manner.
• Flexible roles of the transmitters and receivers: With the developed

operational software, the roles of the transmitters and receivers at each de-
vice can be flexibly assigned. On the one hand, the transmitters/receivers
of different devices can act as the multiple transmitters/receivers of a single
virtual device; On the other hand, the different transmitters/receivers of a
single device can act the roles of multiple virtual devices.

For illustration, Fig. 4.2 shows a picture of the demonstrator platform under the
channel emulator transmission mode. The configuration in this picture was for the
spectrum sharing scenario SC2-TA, where two Tx antennas are used for each BS
and one Rx antenna for each UT.
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22 4 The HIL-Demonstrator Platform

Figure 4.2: An example setup of the demonstrator platform under the channel
emulator transmission mode. The spectrum sharing scenario SC2-TA
was considered. Some of the corresponding hardware modules on HIL
demonstrator platform are also shown.
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5 The Berlin LTE-Advanced Testbed

Except for HIL-demonstrator platform, a subset of the selected scenarios will be im-
plemented on a further demonstrator platform i.e. the Berlin LTE-Advanced testbed
provided by FhG. In this way, the visibility of the SAPHYRE project can be signif-
icantly improved towards the industry. In this chapter, the Berlin LTE-Advanced
testbed is briefly described. Fig. 5.1 the setup of the testbed with this testbed,
where different BSs are located on top of different buildings in the campus area of
Technische Universität Berlin. Fig. 5.2 shows the BS-devices and UT-devices of the
Berlin LTE-Advanced testbed.

Figure 5.1: The Berlin LTE-Advanced testbed setup in urban area of Berlin

The Berlin LTE-Advanced testbed serves for the early evaluation of 4G technologies
with the focus on new LTE-Advanced concepts and their investigations in a realistic
cellular environment. This testbed consists of a multi-cellular infrastructure with
up to 9 base station sectors and is located in an urban macro environment in the
center of Berlin. The testbed has multi-band support to operate in the 2.6 GHz
UMTS extension band as well as in the 800 MHz digital dividend. It serves as
demonstration platform for LTE-Advanced key technologies supporting mobility
and end-to-end QoS concepts in an all-IP based cellular infrastructure. The LTE-
Advanced Testbed serves for the early evaluation of LTE-Advanced concepts in a
realistic cellular environment and for the demonstration of key technology features
to increase spectral efficiency, range, throughput and quality-of-service.
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Figure 5.2: The BS-devices and UT-devices of the Berlin LTE-Advanced platform

Furthermore, the LTE-Advanced testbed features typical urban site deployments
using commercial broadband antennas (700 MHz-2.7 GHz) with electrical down-tilt
units connected to in-cabinet RF-frontends and/or remote radio heads using optical
fiber links between all sites and the laboratory at Fraunhofer HHI. Furthermore,
HHI can extend the current network infrastructure using radio based repeater/relay
modules flexible in bandwidth and frequency translation wireless backhauling to
small micro and pico cells.
The LTE-Advanced Testbed has the unique inbuilt option of measuring multi-cell
channels simultaneously and without crosswise interference due to a dedicated RS
structure. The multi-cell deployment scenario can range from macro-only to overlays
of macro-pico, macro-femto, macro-relays upto relays mounted on buildings, lamp
posts or other types of infrastructure. Finally, this testbed allows both centralized
and decentralized resource and interference management for wireless networks such
as wireless cellular networks based on LTE/LTE-Advanced, cognitive radio networks
and general mobile ad hoc networks. This includes novel cross-layer approaches,
cooperative systems and heterogeneous management for QoS enhancement, energy
efficiency and mobility robustness and QoS aware mobility.
While the HIL-demonstrator platform serves as verification of the SAPHYRE algo-
rithms, the LTE-Advanced testbed makes a further step towards prototype design
by taking the most relevant wireless standard into account and by realtime opera-
tions.
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6 Implementation and Evaluation on the
HIL-Demonstrator

6.1 Scenario SC2-TA: Spectrum Sharing

6.1.1 Scenario and Test Case Description

6.1.1.1 Scenario Description

As shown in Fig. 6.1, this scenario consists of NO BSs as well as NO UTs of NO

different operators, where NO > 1 (In Fig. 6.1, NO = 2). Each BS and each UT can
be equipped with multiple antennas. All operators share the same spectrum (at the
same time) but have separate infrastructures.

Figure 6.1: Scenario SC2-TA: Spectrum sharing without BS collocation.

By sharing the available frequency bands, the signal bandwidth of each operator
can be significantly increased, leading to significant capacity enhancement. More-
over, to achieve a certain data rate, less transmission power is required. However,
in the downlink, while BSs of different operators transmit data to the dedicated
UTs in the same spectrum simultaneously, they generate interference to the each
other’s UTs. This also applies for the uplink. In order to suppress such interference
and to exploit the increased bandwidth, sophisticated coding/decoding and signal
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processing algorithms should be applied both in the BSs and the UTs. To allow the
application of such resource sharing algorithms, the BSs of different operators are
assumed to be able to cooperate with each other e.g. to exchange data like the re-
lated CSI. Such cooperation is done based on inter-operator backhaul links. Within
this scenario, we should show that with spectrum sharing, higher performance e.g.
the total throughput, can be achieved than the case without sharing. The results
are valid for both total spectrum sharing and partial spectrum sharing. In the latter
case, the performance in the shared part of the spectrum is concerned.

6.1.1.2 Test Case Description

For the test of this scenario on the demonstrator platform, we restrict the investi-
gation to the downlink. The number of operators as well as those of the BSs and
UTs are set to 2. We assume 2 Tx antennas at each BSs and 1 Rx antenna at each
UT. OFDM is applied as the PHY technique. The different BSs are assumed to be
synchronized. Moreover, the transmitted signals are assumed to be OFDM signals.
The total number of non-zero SubCarriers (SC) and NULL SCs can be flexible.
The length of the Cyclic Prefix can also be flexible. Different digital modulation
waveforms can be applied e.g. BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM etc.
Furthermore, in the HIL test of this scenario, the following comparisons and inves-
tigations should be made:
• To verify the spectrum sharing gain, the case without spectrum sharing should

be compared with the case with spectrum sharing. Since we assume multiple
antenna techniques are possible, they should be applied in both cases to make
a fair comparison. In the case without spectrum sharing, each operator uses a
half of the available spectrum i.e. the spectra of both operators are orthogonal
to each other. Furthermore, each operator applies BF techniques for the signal
transmission in its own spectrum, with the same number of antennas as that
in the case of spectrum sharing. In the case with spectrum sharing, BF tech-
niques should be applied to achieve interference mitigation and exploitation
of the increased bandwidth;
• To evaluate the developed techniques in SAPHYRE for spectrum sharing,

different possible signal processing techniques (algorithms) i.e. BF techniques
should be compared. Such comparison should aid the choice of algorithms in
practical deployment.

For the comparisons above, the following performance metrics are used: sum rate
(in bits/s/Hz) and single user rate (in bits/s/Hz).
The above comparisons will be made using the following configurations of the trans-
mission channels:
• The channel emulator is used with the measured LTE channels loaded. The
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LTE channels have been measured based on the LTE test field of FhG-HHI and
represent a typical urban scenario. The details of the corresponding channel
measurements can be found in [23]. With such channels, we can verify the
developed algorithms under realistic propagation environment. Furthermore,
the channel emulator will be running in the “triggering” mode. With this
mode, the influence of channel variation is included. However, since the LTE
channels were measured with static UTs, the channel variation is only caused
by moving objects in the environment and is very limited;
• The channel emulator is used with Rayleigh channels loaded. Three sets of

Rayleigh channels are used, which have different strength of the interference
channels compared to the direct channels. The first set has equal channel
gains of the interference and direct channels, while the second and third set
have stronger and weaker interference channels than the direct channels, re-
spectively. With such channels, we can investigate the spectrum sharing gain
as well as the behavior of the different algorithms under different interference
situations;
• The channel emulator is used with Rayleigh channels loaded. Two sets of

Rayleigh channels are used, which have different mobility. The first set has
channels with the UT mobility of 10 km/h, while the second set has channels
with the UT mobility of 50 km/h. To see the effects of mobility, the channel
emulator runs in “triggering” mode. With such channels, the influence of
mobility on the performance of the developed algorithms can be investigated.

6.1.2 Enabling Algorithms

Within the SAPHYRE project, a number of advanced BF techniques have been
developed for this spectrum sharing scenario. A representative subset of them are
selected and implemented on the demonstrator platform to provide proof-of-concept.
These algorithms and some of the HIL results are also reported in [18] and [19]. In
the following, the these BF techniques are briefly described and compared.

6.1.2.1 System Model

For the system model, subcarrier-wise description is used for both Transmitter (Tx)-
Receiver (Rx) signal relation and BF algorithms. For simplicity, the subcarrier index
is omitted. We assume each BS and UT have MT and MU Tx- and Rx antennas,
respectively. The received data symbol at an arbitrary data subcarrier can be
expressed as:

yp =
2∑
q=1

gT
pH

T
pqwqsq + gT

p ηp, (6.1)

where p, q ∈ {1, 2} are the operator indexes and sq is the Tx data symbol at the
observed subcarrier of the qth operator. Hpq is theMT×MU channel matrix between
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the qth BS and the pth UT. gp and wp are the decoding- and BF-vectors (MU×1 and
MT × 1) of the pth operator, respectively, with ||wp||2 ≤ 1 for Tx power constraint.
Furthermore, ηp is the MU × 1 noise vector, whose elements are Gaussian and
have the variance σ2

n. Finally, we assume that the BS obtains local Channel State
Information (CSI), i.e. the channels between itself and the two UTs, via the UpLink
(UL) and the backhaul.

6.1.2.2 Block-Diagonalization (BD) and Regularized
Block-Diagonalization (RBD)

The original BD [24] or RBD [25] has been developed to suppress the inter-user
interference in the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems. Now, they are extended
to the scenario of inter-operator spectrum sharing. First, (6.1) is rewritten as follows[

y1

y2

]
=
[
gT

1H
T
11w1 gT

1H
T
12w2

gT
2H

T
21w1 gT

2H
T
22w2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

He

[
s1

s2

]
+
[
gT

1 η1

gT
2 η2

]
,

where the off-diagonal elements in He represent Inter-operator Interference (IOI),
which should be completely removed by BD. Such IOI removal requires to extract
the null space of the interference channel, which can be done with the following
singular value decomposition (SVD): HT

pq = Upq ·Σpq · V H
pq ,∀p 6= q. The null space

of HT
pq, denoted as V (0)

pq , consists of the last (MT − rpq) rows of Vpq, where rpq
indicates the rank of HT

pq. After zero-forcing the IOI, the SVD of the effective
channel for the qth operator is written as H̄T

qq = HT
qqV

(0)
pq = Uqq ·Σqq · V H

qq , ∀p 6= q.
Let V (1)

qq be a submatrix consisting the first rqq rows of Vqq, where rqq indicates the
rank of H̄T

qq. The columns of V (1)H
qq span the signal space of HT

qq projected into
the null space of HT

pq. In order to maximize the sum rate of the qth operator, the
BF vector is obtained as wq = V

(0)
pq v

(1)
qq , where v(1)

qq is the first column of V (1)H
qq .

The received filter gq is derived as gq = u
(1)
qq with u(1)

qq denoting the left dominant
singular vector of H̄T

qq.
Instead of zero-forcing the IOI, RBD is designed to maximize the system sum rate
under the constraint that the Frobenius norm of the IOI plus noise is minimized.
The BF vectors of RBD are expressed as wq = βWq,awq,b, whereWq,a and wq,b are
used for IOI suppression and rate optimization, respectively. Additionally, we have
a scalar β to fulfill the Tx power constraint. Assuming ||wq,b|| = 1 and full-power
transmission, we have β2||Wq,awq,b||2 = β2||Wq,a||2F = PT, with PT the Tx power.
Therefore, we choose β =

√
PT/||Wq,a||F . The matrixWq,a is designed to minimize

the Frobenius norm of the IOI plus noise, i.e. Wq,a = minWq,a E{||HT
pqWq,a||2F +

||ηp||22
β2 }, ,∀p 6= q. After computing the SVD of the interference channel HT

pq =
Upq ·Σpq · V H

pq , we get Wq,a = Mq,aDq,a, where Mq,a = Vpq and Dq,a = (ΣT
pqΣpq +
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MUσ
2
n

PT
IMT)− 1

2 is a diagonal power loading matrix. The matrixDq,a is positive definite
in order to get a nontrivial solution of Wq,a. Similarly to BD, the effective channel
after IOI suppression is written as H̄T

qq = HT
qqWq,a = Uqq · Σqq · V H

qq . The vector
wq,b is obtained as wq,b = v

(1)
qq to enhance the sum rate for the qth operator, where

v
(1)
qq is the right dominant singular vector of H̄T

qq. The received filter gq is derived
as the left dominant singular vector of H̄T

qq.

6.1.2.3 Game Theoretic BF Techniques

For simplicity, we assume MU = 1 for the game theoretic BF-techniques. Accord-
ingly, Hpq becomes a MT × 1 vector. Moreover, g1;2 becomes a scalar.

6.1.2.4 SINR Region and Efficient Transmission

The Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at UT p is

φp(w1,w2) =
|HT

ppwp|2

|HT
pqwq|2 + σ2

n
, p 6= q. (6.2)

This results in the achievable rate log2(1+φp(w1,w2)). The SINR region is the set of
all achievable SINR tuples defined as Φ := {(φ1(w1,w2), φ2(w1,w2)) : ‖wp‖2 ≤ 1}.
In the SINR region, tuples can be ranked according to their Pareto efficiency. An
SINR tuple (φ′1, φ′2) ∈ Φ is Pareto superior to (φ1, φ2) ∈ Φ if (φ′1, φ′2) ≥ (φ1, φ2),
where the inequality is component-wise and strict for at least one component. The
transition from (φ1, φ2) to (φ′1, φ′2) is called a Pareto improvement. Situations where
Pareto improvements are not possible are called Pareto optimal.
The set of BF vectors that are relevant for Pareto optimal operation are param-
eterized by a single real-valued parameter λp for each BS p 6= q as [26, Corollary
1]

wp(λp) =
√
λp

ΠHpqHpp

‖ΠHpqHpp‖
+
√

1− λp
Π⊥Hpq

Hpp

‖Π⊥Hpq
Hpp‖

. (6.3)

with λp ∈ [0, λMRT
p ], λMRT

p = ‖ΠHpqHpp‖2/‖Hpp‖2. The set of BF vectors in (6.3)
includes Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) (λp = λMRT

p ) and ZF (λp = λZF
p =

0). This parametrization in (6.3) is valuable for designing efficient low complexity
distributed resource allocation schemes such as the algorithms described next in
Sec. 6.1.2.5 and Sec. 6.1.2.6.
The SINR of the pth UT in terms of the parameters in (6.3) is [8]

φp(λ1, λ2) =

(√
λpgp +

√
(1− λp)ǧp

)2

σ2
n + λqgqp

, q 6= p. (6.4)
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where λp ∈ [0, λMRT
p ] and gp := ‖ΠHpqHpp‖2, ǧp := ‖Π⊥Hpq

Hpp‖2, gpq := ‖Hpq‖2,
p 6= q. It can be observed in (6.4) that the interference term λqgqp scales linearly
with λq. Accordingly, the parameter λq can be interpreted as a scaling of interference
at the counter Rx. A reduction in λq increases the SINR of the pth UT for fixed λp.

Figure 6.2: An illustration of an SINR region.

In the following, two game theoretic BF techniques are presented. Both techniques
are iterative, with the maximum iteration number as a design parameter. Both
techniques allow Pareto improvement at each iteration. The objectives of both
algorithms are not sum rate maximization but that the outcome is a Pareto im-
provement of the Nash Equilibrium (NE).

6.1.2.5 Cooperative BarGaining (CoBG) Algorithm

In this section, we shortly describe the CoBG algorithm [27] utilizing the SINR
region illustration in Fig. 6.2. A special operating point in this region is the NE,
which is the solution of a strategic game [28, Chapter 7.1] between the links i.e. an
operating point with noncooperative links. In our BF setting, the NE corresponds
to joint MRT [29] which is in general not Pareto optimal as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
Of interest is to improve the joint performance of the links from the NE outcome.
All Pareto optimal points which dominate the NE in the SINR region are specified
in Fig. 6.2 as exchange equilibria. These equilibria are outcomes of an exchange
economy [28, Chapter 5.1] between the links and are characterized in [8] in closed
form. In order to reach any exchange equilibrium, an exchange process needs to
be formulated. This process starts at the NE and terminates at an exchange equi-
librium. In [27], such a process is constructed. The idea behind the mechanism
is to interpret the parameters for the BF vectors in (6.3) as goods which the links
bargain over. The links exchange the amounts of goods within themselves in such
a way that Pareto improvements are achieved in each bargaining stage. The main
tool that aids in the analysis for the choice of the cooperative BF vectors is the
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preference representation of the links in the Edgeworth box. In the Edgeworth box,
the exchange lens contains all distributions of the goods between the links which
lead to Pareto improvements in the SINR region. In [27], the proposals of the links
in each bargaining step are systematically studied and chosen such that Pareto
improvements are achieved. The bargaining process requires four bits of signaling
between the BSs in each bargaining step. In Fig. 6.2, the green circles illustrate the
outcomes of the bargaining stages which start at the NE and end at an exchange
equilibrium.

6.1.2.6 Cooperative Beam-Forming (CoBF) Algorithm

The CoBF algorithm has been reported in [3] in detail. It uses IOI as bargaining
value and works with both instantaneous and statistical CSI. With CoBF, coopera-
tion among the BSs is enabled, which can increase both users’ rates by lowering the
overall IOI. First, NE is used as a starting point (i.e. BF with MRT) [29]. Among
the operating points that might potentially be Pareto-optimal, this is the one with
the highest IOI (see Sec. 6.1.2.4). At each iteration, the maximum tolerated IOI is
lowered. Under this constraint, the useful power over the direct channel is maxi-
mized. When the maximum IOI decreases, the maximum useful power decreases as
well. However, up to a certain point, the SINR (6.2) will increase. After computing
the BF vectors at each iteration, rate estimation is carried out to check whether the
rate is increased or decreased. This iteration procedure is proceeded as long as both
rates increase. The core optimization problem is solved in closed form by utilizing
the parameterization (6.3) - the optimum solution is the solution of a quadratic
equation. When the algorithm converges, a nearly Pareto-optimal operating point
is reached.
Compared to CoBG, CoBF can also start with ZF BF at all BSs [29]. This starting
point is chosen when both links get higher rates at the ZF point than at the NE. If
the algorithm starts at ZF, the maximum tolerable IOI is increased in each iteration.
The corresponding motivation is that the ZF points might be closer to the Pareto
boundary than the NE point. This is especially true for high SNR.

6.1.2.7 Comparison of the Proposed BF Techniques

Both BD and RBD are closed-form solutions, while both CoBG and CoBF are
iterative algorithms. Thus, the computational complexities of BD and RBD are
generally much lower than those of CoBG and CoBF. Compared to BD, RBD
improves the system sum rate performance at low SNRs since it can balance the
IOI with noise enhancement. At high SNRs, the performance of RBD converges
to BD. While CoBG and CoBF only works for MU = 1, BD and RBD work for
any antenna configuration satisfying MT > MU. However, as will be shown in
Sec. 6.1.5, CoBG and CoBF generally have better performance than BD and RBD.
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Compared to CoBF, the CoBG solution can be more closer to the Pareto optimal
point. However, CoBG generally requires a larger iteration number than CoBF for
convergence and has higher complexity and overhead.

6.1.3 Practical Implementation Issues

The proposed BF techniques have been implemented on the demonstrator platform
withMT = 2 andMU = 1. The mapping of the scenario is shown in Fig. 6.6. During
the implementation, several practical implementation problems have been identified,
which are very relevant for the practical deployment of these algorithms. To solve
these problems, corresponding solutions have been developed and implemented.

6.1.3.1 Channel Variation and Time Synchronization Error (TSE)

Before the BF vectors are computed using the proposed algorithms, channel esti-
mation has to be carried out, which can be done by extending standard MIMO
channel estimation schemes1. However, when the computed BF vectors are applied
for signal transmission, the channel may have already changed, e.g. due to mobility.
Even if the channel has not changed, TSE may occur, which causes subcarrier-
dependent phase error in the Rx data symbols2. Actually, the effect of TSE can
be regarded as a special case of channel variation. The most simple and effective
way to cope with this problem is to carry out additional equalization of the residual
channel effect, which can be estimated using either the pilot subcarriers or addi-
tional preambles. Note that such additional equalization also helps to compensate
the Common Phase Error (CPE) caused by Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO). How-
ever, this simple method is only suitable for low mobility cases. For high mobility,
more advanced solution e.g. channel prediction has to be applied.
In the implementation, we have added one more pilot OFDM symbol at the be-
ginning of each frame, which is also precoded for BF. At the receiver, this pilot
OFDM is used to estimate the effective channel after BF (using MLE or MMSE es-
timation). Afterwards, the data OFDM symbols are equalized using the estimated
effective channel coefficients.

6.1.3.2 Rate Estimation and Distributed BF Vector Computation

Both game theoretic BF techniques in Sec. 6.1.2.3 require rate estimation at each it-
eration. One approach is to send pilot sequences at each iteration and get feedbacks
from the UTs. At the early implementation stage of these two algorithms, such rate

1These channel estimates have to be fedback from UTs to BSs via the UL. In the HIL platform,
the UL is replaced by an Ethernet connection for simplicity.

2Assuming the time synchronization error is within the tolerable range of the Cyclic Prefix (CP).
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estimation mechanism has been implemented and integrated to the demonstrator
platform. The pilot sequence consists of a number of OFDM symbols with known
data. In each iteration, these OFDM symbols (of all BSs) are precoded with the
temporary BF vectors and transmitted to the UTs. Each UT measures the SINR of
these received OFDM symbols based on their prior knowledge and calculate whether
the rate is increased or decreased compared to the last iteration. The rate increment
information is fed back to the BSs for the calculation of the BF vectors in the next
iteration. Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 show the estimated rates of a HIL-test at different
subcarriers and different UTs at each iteration. As shown, the CoBG algorithm re-
quires a much larger number of iterations than the CoBF algorithm. Furthermore,
we can notice that despite the general increasing tendency with increasing iteration
number, the final rate does not necessarily converge to the highest one. After joint
analysis with WP3, we have identified that the problem is the estimation error of
the rates, which results from the channel estimation error and noise power variation.
Thus, the approach of sending pilot sequence is probably not suitable.
A further disadvantage of the pilot based rate estimation is that it leads to very high
communication overhead. It also results in long test time of the HIL-test. Moreover,
the channels may have changed significantly during the iterative computation of the
BF vectors, resulting in performance degradation.
As a solution, we have proposed a much advantageous approach, which computes
the rate directly from the CSI and the noise power estimates. This approach requires
much less overhead. However, if each BS only has local CSI, they can not estimate
all rates on their own. In [27], the two BSs are supposed to exchange the rate
change information at each iteration e.g. via the backhaul. Such exchange can
significantly increase the time for BF vector computation (assuming NI iterations,
NI information exchange sessions via the backhaul are required). A more efficient
implementation is that the BSs exchange all CSI and the noise power estimates
before computing the BF vectors. Afterwards, identical BF vector computation is
carried out in parallel in both BSs, which will yield the same outcomes. In other
words, all BSs play the same game internals and will come to the same outcome.
In this way, the processing time for BF vector computation is minimized.
Note that unlike CoBG and CoBF, BD and RBD require only the local CSI and
the noise estimates for BF vector computation.

6.1.3.3 Colored Noise

Except for BD, the proposed BF algorithms require knowledge about the noise
power3. In most of the theoretical works, the noise is assumed to be white, which is
not true in the practice. Due to the analog Low-Pass Filters (LPF) at the Rx and
the spurious spectral components, the noise is generally colored and contains narrow

3For regularization in RBD and for rate estimation in CoBG and CoBF.
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Figure 6.3: The rate evolution of the CoBG algorithm for different iterations.
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Figure 6.4: The rate evolution of the CoBF algorithm for different iterations.
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band interference, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Moreover, the noise power of different UTs
is different. Thus, separate subcarrier-wise noise power estimation has to be carried
out at each UT. The simplest method is to take Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
on the noise sequences at the individual UTs. Moreover, the original algorithms
designed for white noise with identical variance for all UTs have to be modified so
that they also work in the cases that different UTs have different noise power levels.
Note that such modification and improvement corresponds to the sixth step of the
scenario implementation work flow in Ch. 3.

Figure 6.5: The spectra of the noise on the demonstrator platform (denoted as
“HIL”) as well as an ideal AWGN (denoted as “SIM”).

6.1.3.4 Signal Amplitude Scaling for Digital-to-Analog Converter
(DAC)

Usually, the amplitude of the digital Tx signals have to be properly scaled before
they are fed to the DACs, so that on the one hand, the signals are not clipped to
much and on the other hand, the quantization error is as low as possible. Since
maximum peak amplitude of different signal frames can have large difference, direct
scaling based on the maximum peak amplitude of each signal frame will lead to
considerable fluctuation of the signal power (if the Tx attenuation is not adjusted
adaptively). To allow quasi stable output signal power of the DACs, a fixed power
backoff factor should be defined (w.r.t. the maximum DAC input amplitude without
clipping). By adjusting this backoff factor, certain clipping of the digital signal
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36 6 Implementation and Evaluation on the HIL-Demonstrator

is allowed, but a tradeoff between DAC-clipping and quantization error can be
achieved.
When BF is applied, this scaling factors should be identical for all Tx antennas of
a BS. Furthermore, except for BD, the scaling factors of the different BSs should
also be identical. Otherwise, performance degradation is expected (assuming that
a global scaling factor is used for channel estimation). Depending on the channel
realization, the BF can change the signal power distribution between Tx antennas
from one signal frame to another (assuming constant sum power of all Tx antennas
at each BS). Thus, this global scaling factor has to be recomputed for every signal
frame. This global scaling factor should be computed based on the predefined
backoff value and the power of all precoded signal branches (at the DAC inputs).
Furthermore, this power information has to be exchanged between both BSs, so
that they can find out the global scaling factor.

6.1.3.5 Rescaling of the Channel Coefficients or the Noise Power

For most of the algorithms, the estimation of noise power (subcarrier-wise) is re-
quired (e.g. RBD, CoBG and CoBF). Actually, for these algorithms, the relation
between the channel gain and the noise power is most important, instead of the ab-
solute value of the noise power. For the application of BF techniques, the channel
estimation and the precoded signal transmission based on the estimated channels
have to be carried out in different communication signal frames4. These different
signal frames may have different amplitude scaling factors for the DAC. The change
of the amplitude scaling factor actually results in the change of the effective chan-
nel5. Thus, before the BF vectors are calculated, either the channel estimates or the
noise power has to be rescaled, so that their relation fits the actual value. However,
at the moment of the BF vector calculation, the amplitude scaling factor (for the
DACs) of the current signal frame is still unknown, since it in turns depends on
the BF vectors6. To solve this “deadlock” problem, two methods can be applied.
The first one is to predefine a fixed amplitude scaling factor, which is used both to
rescale the channel coefficients and to scale the transmit signals. This predefined
value can be chosen according to previous transmissions. However, with such a
predefined amplitude scaling factor, the DAC-backoff can not be kept constant any
more. Moreover, the clipping by the DAC is not controlled systematically. A more
advanced method is iterative computation, which requires higher computational
complexity. First, an initial value of the amplitude scaling factor is set, probably by
taking the value from the last frame. Afterwards, this value is used to rescale the

4Typically, if the channel estimation is done within the n-th communication signal frame, the
corresponding precoded transmission using these channel estimates will be in the (n + 1)-th
communication signal frame.

5In practice, the amplitude scaling also counts as the channel effect.
6The BF vectors have influence both on the signal amplitude characteristic and on the signal
power distribution between Tx antennas.
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6.1 Scenario SC2-TA: Spectrum Sharing 37

channel estimates or noise power and then to calculate the temporary BF vectors.
After the temporary BF vectors are available, the corresponding amplitude scaling
factor can be computed. This value is used again for the calculation of the BF
vectors in the next iteration. After several iterations, the amplitude scaling factor
will converge. Simulation results show that usually, three iterations are sufficient
for such convergence.

6.1.4 Mapping on the HIL-Demonstrator Platform

In the deliverable D6.1b [22], the initial implementation results of this scenario was
reported, which was based on the mapping of this scenario to the RF cable network
mode of the demonstrator platform (using multi-stage transmission mapping tech-
nique). Since the second year of the project, the implementation was extended and
mapped to the channel emulator mode, which is shown in Fig. 6.6. As shown, two
experimental devices are used. While each transmitter of both device acts the role
of the BS, the receiver of one device acts the roles of both UTs. Furthermore, one
device acts as the master (w.r.t. trigger signal distribution etc.), while the other
one acts as the slave. All transmitter outputs are connected to inputs of the Elek-
trobit F8 channel emulator, while the receiver inputs corresponding to the UTs are
connected to the output of the channel emulator. The picture of the corresponding
setup on the demonstrator platform was already shown in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 6.6: Mapping of SC2-TA on the HIL platform with the channel emulator
mode.

Fig. 6.7 shows the flowchart of the HIL test program. First, general parameter
settings are carried out. Afterwards, the channel set up is carried out including
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Figure 6.7: Flowchart of the software implementation of the spectrum sharing
scenario.
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the activation of the channel emulator mode, the connection establishment with
the channel emulator (for remote control), the loading of the channel emulator file
and the starting of the channel emulation. Afterwards, channel realization control
and channel estimation (and noise power estimation) are carried out. With each
channel realization, different SNR levels are applied by adjusting the variable gain
amplifiers at the modulators. For each channel realization and each SNR level,
signal transmissions with both non-sharing and sharing are carried out. In the
sharing case, different BF algorithms are applied. During each transmission, some
intermediate results e.g. the received signal constellation and the currently measured
throughput can be shown. After all transmissions are finished, the results will be
evaluated and saved.

6.1.5 HIL-Measurement Results

The following subsections of the HIL-measurement results correspond to the differ-
ent channel configurations in the test case description of Sec. 6.1.1.2.

6.1.5.1 HIL-Measurements using Measured LTE Channels in Channel
Emulator

In this HIL test, OFDM signals with 2048 subcarriers and CP length of 144 samples
were transmitted, which comply with the LTE standard. The transmission signal
bandwidth was 20 MHz. Moreover, the measured LTE channels reported in [23]
were used (i.e. loaded in the channel emulator). The scenario (setup) of the channel
measurement is shown in Fig. 6.8, where the UTs are static. Thus, the channels are
also static.

Figure 6.8: The setup for the measurement of the LTE channels used for the spec-
trum sharing scenario.
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40 6 Implementation and Evaluation on the HIL-Demonstrator

The distance between the two BSs is 540 meters, while that between the two UTs is
25 meters. Moreover, both UTs are about 485 meters away from the corresponding
BS. This scenario of the channel measurement is very typical for the considered
spectrum sharing scenario. In the HIL measurement, the “triggering” mode of the
channel emulator was used.
Fig. 6.9 shows the estimated channel frequency response of the LTE channels in-
cluding the influence of the RF chains. The transmission bandwidth is 20 MHz, at
the carrier frequency of 2.4 GHz. For all BF schemes, we use a per-subcarrier power
constraint. Different SNRs are achieved at the UTs by adjusting the Tx power.
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Figure 6.9: Frequency response of the measured LTE channels.

In the non-sharing case, each operator transmits in half of the available spectrum
(10 MHz) using Eigen-Mode Beam-Forming (EMBF) or the so called MRT7. This
allows the comparison between the non-sharing and the sharing cases to be fare. In
the sharing case, the proposed advanced BF algorithms including BD, RBD, CoBG
and CoBF are applied.

7We assume identical averaged sum Tx-power per subcarrier in all cases.
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Fig. 6.10 shows the measured received signal constellation (with QPSK) with dif-
ferent BF algorithms as well as in the non-sharing case. As can be seen, due to
interference, the constellations in the sharing cases are generally more noisy than
that in the non-sharing case. But as will be shown later, the benefit of the sharing
comes from the doubled bandwidth.

Figure 6.10: Measured received signal constellation with different BF algorithms as
well as in the non-sharing case.

Fig. 6.11 shows the measured sum rate (capacity) of the different BF schemes as a
function of SNR. The per operator rate (capacity) is also shown in Fig. 6.12. As
shown, with sufficient SNR, the proposed BF techniques lead to considerable sum
rate gain of spectrum sharing. Thus, the sharing gain can be verified in the first
place. In contrast, MRT only brings sum rate gain in low SNR region. In high SNR,
the sum rate of MRT is even lower than that without sharing. This indicates the
importance of using the appropriate BF algorithm. At high SNR, the performance
of all proposed BF algorithm converges. However, the lower the SNR, the larger the
performance difference between the different proposed BF algorithms. Among the
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42 6 Implementation and Evaluation on the HIL-Demonstrator

proposed BF algorithms, the game theoretic algorithms generally outperform BD
and RBD. The ranking of the proposed algorithms is: CoBG, CoBF, RBD, BD.

Figure 6.11: Measured sum rate vs. SNR. NSBF: non-sharing case with MRT.

Figure 6.12: Measured per user rate vs. SNR. NSBF: non-sharing case with MRT.

Fig. 6.13 shows the computational complexities (in terms of required real multi-
plications) of the proposed BF algorithms as functions of the Tx antenna number
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(according to the analysis in [19]). Note that in our case, the UTs only have single
Rx antennas. Therefore, the BD and RBD can be realized as ZF and MMSE [19],
respectively. According to [19], ZF and MMSE have the same computational com-
plexity. But for MMSE, the noise power estimates are necessary, while ZF does not
require such estimates. Thus, MMSE has slightly higher overhead.
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Figure 6.13: Computational complexities (in terms of required real multiplications)
of the proposed BF algorithms as functions of the Tx antenna number.

Interestingly, we found out that among these algorithms, the higher the complexity,
the better the performance (except for the cases of ZF and MMSE). As seen and
mentioned in Sec. 6.1.2.7, the CoBG has the highest computational complexity. In
the HIL test, CoBG also has the best performance. In contrast, BD has the lowest
computational complexity but is outperformed by all the other algorithms. There-
fore, we can conclude that the choice of the BF algorithm depends on the targeted
performance, the operating SNR region, the computational capacity of the BSs and
the overhead for feedback and exchange of informations like CSI and noise power
estimates. If we would like to have low complexity solution with suboptimal perfor-
mance, we may choose RBD or BD (i.e. in single Rx antenna case, MMSE or ZF).
If we can afford higher computational complexity and desire optimal performance,
we may choose the game theoretic algorithms.
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6.1.5.2 HIL-Measurements using Rayleigh Channels in Channel
Emulator with Different Interference Level

Now, the influence of the interference level is investigated. In this HIL test, OFDM
signals with 512 subcarriers and CP length of 32 samples were transmitted. The
transmission signal bandwidth was 110 MHz. In the channel emulator, 16-tap
Rayleigh channels are used. The channel taps are equally distributed with a tap
distance of 10 ns. These channels have uniformly distributed power delay profile.
To investigate the influence of the interference level, the HIL measurements were
carried out with three different channel sets in the channel emulator: 1) The inter-
ference channels have equal channel gains as the direct channels; 2) The interference
channels have about 6 dB weaker channel gains than the direct channels; 3) The
interference channels have about 6 dB stronger channel gains than the direct chan-
nels. The channel emulator works in “stepping” mode, which corresponds to static
channels. The carrier frequency is 2.4 GHz. Similar to Sec. 6.1.5.1, we use a per-
subcarrier power constraint. Different SNRs are achieved at the UTs by adjusting
the Tx power. Furthermore, the applied BF schemes and the non-sharing case are
the same as in Sec. 6.1.5.1. For illustration, Fig. 6.14 shows the measured frequency
response of the Rayleigh channels in the case that the interference channels have
equal channel gains as the direct channels.
Fig. 6.15,6.17,6.19 show the measured sum rates (capacity) of the different BF
schemes as a function of SNR and correpond to the three channel sets mentioned
above: equal interference, weak interference and strong interference. As references,
Fig. 6.16,6.18,6.20 show the corresponding measured per-operator rates. By com-
paring the results in these figures, we can observe the following interesting behaviors
of the achievable rates: First, the weaker the interference channels, the higher the
spectrum sharing gain. Also, the achievable rates in the spectrum sharing cases
are higher with weaker interference channels. Second, the weaker the interference
channel, the more the game theoretic BF algorithms outperform BD and RBD.
The reason is that BD and RBD are designed to focus on interference suppression.
Therefore, even when the interference is weak, they still sacrifice certain transmit
power in the direct channels to suppress the interference channels. In contrast, ac-
cording to the interference strength, the game theoretic BF algorithms can adjust
their strategy to optimize the tradeoff between transmit power enhancement in the
direct channels and interference suppression. In the case with weak interference
channels, the game theoretic BF algorithms put more focus on enhancing the trans-
mit power in the direct channels and lead to better performance. Finally, we can
also notice that, the weaker the interference, the better the performance of MRT.
The reason is that when interference is weak, the noise is more critical, which can
be coped with by maximizing the transmit power in the direct channels. These re-
sults show that the game theoretic BF algorithms are robust and can achieve good
performance in different interference scenarios.
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Figure 6.14: Frequency response of the Rayleigh channels in the case that the in-
terference channels have equal channel gains as the direct channels.
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Figure 6.15: Measured sum rate (capacity) vs. SNR in the case that the interference
channels have equal channel gains as the direct channels.
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Figure 6.16: Measured per operator rate vs. SNR in the case that the interference
channels have equal channel gains as the direct channels.
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Figure 6.17: Measured sum rate vs. SNR in the case that the interference channels
have weaker channel gains as the direct channels.
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Figure 6.18: Measured per operator rate vs. SNR in the case that the interference
channels have weaker channel gains as the direct channels.
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Figure 6.19: Measured sum rate vs. SNR in the case that the interference channels
have stronger channel gains as the direct channels.
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Figure 6.20: Measured per operator rate vs. SNR in the case that the interference
channels have stronger channel gains as the direct channels.
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6.1.5.3 HIL-Measurements using Rayleigh Channels in Channel
Emulator with Different Mobilities

In this section, the influence of mobility is investigated. In this HIL test, OFDM sig-
nals with 256 subcarriers and CP length of 32 samples were transmitted. The trans-
mission signal bandwidth was 20 MHz. In the channel emulator, 16-tap Rayleigh
channels are used. The channel taps are equally distributed with a tap distance of
55 ns. These channels have uniformly distributed power delay profile. To investigate
the influence of the interference level, such channels are generated with two different
mobilities of the UTs: 10 km/h and 50 km/h. Furthermore, the channel emulator
works in “triggering” mode, so that each signal frame experience variations of the
channels. In the presence of UT mobility, the frame length of the OFDM signals
becomes an important parameter. In our HIL test, we set the frame length to be
about 1 ms, which is taken from the LTE standard. This corresponds to about
64 OFDM symbols per frame. We will also investigate the effectiveness of adding
additional equalization as described in Sec. 6.1.3.1. For simplicity, we have omitted
the MRT scheme in this HIL test.

Figure 6.21: Measured received signal constellation with different BF algorithms in
the case that the UTs are moving at the speed 10 km/h.
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Fig. 6.21 shows the measured received signal constellation (with QPSK) with the
UT mobility of 10 km/h and with different BF algorithms as well as in the non-
sharing case. As shown, the constellation points in the non-sharing case shows
good detectability, while the constellation points in the spectrum sharing cases
suffer from considerable distortion. The reason is that there are two effects resulted
from mobility i.e. channel variation: 1) Residual channel distortion. This results in
amplitude and phase error of the Rx signal constellation; 2) Beam mismatch. This
results in SNR reduction of the Rx signal; 3) Interference regrowth due to mismatch
between the BF vectors and the actual channel. This results in SIR reduction of the
Rx signal constellation. Generally, the interference regrowth is much more sensitive
to channel variation. Therefore, with the low mobility of 10 km/h and the signal
frame length of 1 ms, the residual channel distortion and beam mismatch is not
strong. Accordingly, the non-sharing case, which is interference-free, is not affected
too much by the channel variation. In contrast, the sharing cases suffer from high
interference regrowth. The closer an OFDM symbol is to the frame end, the more
severe the interference.
Fig. 6.22 shows the measured sum rate as a function of SNR with the UT mobility
of 10 km/h. Both the cases with and without additional equalization are shown.
As seen, compared to the case with static channels, the achievable sum rate with
mobility 10 km/h is lower. But the achievable sum rate still increases with SNR. The
performance comparison between the different schemes is still similar to the case
with static channels. Furthermore, we can see that the additional Rx equalization
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Figure 6.22: Measured sum rate vs. SNR in the case that the UTs are moving at
the speed 10 km/h.
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can compensate for some of the residual channel distortion and bring enhancement
in the sum rate.
Fig. 6.23 shows the measured received signal constellation (with QPSK) with the
UT mobility of 50 km/h. As shown, the constellation points in both non-sharing
and sharing cases suffer from severe distortion. The reason is that with the rela-
tively high mobility of 50 km/h, the channel variation is relatively fast. Therefore,
both residual channel distortion, beam mismatch and the interference regrowth are
strong, resulting in the severely distorted and noisy signal constellation in Fig. 6.23.

Figure 6.23: Measured received signal constellation with different BF algorithms in
the case that the UTs are moving at the speed 50 km/h.

Fig. 6.24 shows the measured sum rate as a function of SNR with the UT mobility
of 50 km/h. As shown, due to severe signal distortion and interference, the sum rate
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of all schemes does not increase with SNR any more. Furthermore, the additional
Rx equalization does not bring any performance enhancement.
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Figure 6.24: Measured sum rate vs. SNR in the case that the UTs are moving at
the speed 50 km/h.

Based on the above results and discussions, we can conclude that UT mobility
is a critical factor for the deployment of BF techniques. If the UTs are more or
less static or have just low mobility, the BF techniques can work well and bring
spectrum sharing gains. But still, advanced adaptive Rx equalization techniques
should be developed and applied at the UTs to further enhance the performance
in the case of low mobility. If the UTs have high mobility, the BF techniques can
not work well any more, either with spectrum sharing or without. The solution for
this problem is to develop channel prediction algorithm at the BSs, which predicts
the channel coefficients based on their behavior in the past. Correspondingly, time
varying BF vectors are applied in each signal frame, where the time variation of
the BF vectors should be adapted to the time variation of the wireless channels.
Furthermore, a mechanism should be developed to decide when to stop applying BF
according to the UT mobility and the effectiveness of the above mentioned channel
prediction algorithms. Finally, in both mobility cases above (low and high), the
signal frame length should be adapted according to the UT mobility. The higher
the UT mobility, the shorter the signal frame should be. However, shorter signal
frame results in higher communication overhead. Therefore, a tradeoff between Rx
signal quality and overhead should be found.
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6.2 Scenario SC1-TB: Full Sharing

6.2.1 Scenario and Test Case Description

6.2.1.1 Scenario Description

This scenario is shown in Figure 6.25. This scenario consists of one BSs as well as
multiple UTs of different operators. In Figure 6.25, an example with two operators
is shown. The BS and each UT can be equipped with multiple antennas. These two
operators share both the BS and the spectrum (completely). This means that in
the downlink, the data streams from the different operators are transmitted in the
same spectrum through the same Tx antennas of the BS. In the uplink, signals from
both UTs will be received via the same Rx antennas of the BS. In this scenario, we
mainly observe the downlink transmission, whose throughput is the most important
measure. Full sharing poses challenge on the separation/multiplexing of both data
steams and the dedicated delivery of the data. To achieve data stream multiplexing,
either Tx- or Rx side signal processing techniques can be applied. On the Rx side,
spatial multiplexing technique can be used to decode both transmitted data streams.
However, in this case, both UTs see the data of the other operator. Due to privacy
reasons, this is not desired. Thus, Tx side technique is more favorable. Tx side
techniques also have the advantage that the signal processing complexity of the
UTs can be relaxed. The most typical Tx side technique is advanced precoding
techniques based on multiple Tx antennas. With appropriate precoding technique,
the UTs can receive the dedicated data stream without complex decoding algorithm
and without seeing the data stream of the other operator.

Figure 6.25: Scenario SC1-TB: Full sharing (spectrum and infrastructure sharing).
Infrastructure sharing means that the BS is shared incl. the baseband
units and the RF frontends.
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Within this scenario, we should show that with full sharing (aided by advanced
precoding techniques developed in SAPHYRE), higher performance e.g. the total
throughput, can be achieved than the case without full sharing (e.g. only BS sharing
but no spectrum sharing). Since the precoding processing of both operators takes
place in the same BS, perfect time synchronization of different operators can be
achieved.

6.2.1.2 Test Case Description

For the test of this scenario on the demonstrator platform, the number of Tx anten-
nas at the BS and number of Rx antenna at each UT are set to 2 and 1, respectively.
OFDM is applied as the PHY technique. The total number of non-zero SCs and
NULL SCs can be flexible. The length of the CP can also be flexible. Different
digital modulation waveforms can be applied e.g. BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM etc. Fur-
thermore, we assume that BS obtains all related channel information via feedback
from the UTs.
In the HIL test of this scenario, we assume the sharing of the infrastructure i.e. the
BS. Under this assumption, we perform the following comparisons and investiga-
tions:
• To verify the spectrum sharing gain, the case without spectrum sharing should

be compared with the case with spectrum sharing. In the case without spec-
trum sharing, each operator uses a half of the available frequency band for
separate signal streams. The case with spectrum sharing is called “full shar-
ing”. In this case, the shared BS transmits different signal streams in the same
shared spectrum (which is the total available spectrum) simultaneously. In
both cases, precoding or BF techniques are applied for fair comparison. In the
case without spectrum sharing, each operator applies Eigenmode BF (MRT)
within its own frequency band, while in the sharing case, the data streams of
different operators are properly precoded so that they can be transmitted via
the same frequency band simultaneously.
• In the case of full sharing, different possible precoding techniques (algorithms)

should be compared so that the suitable algorithms can be identified for the
practical deployment.

For the comparisons above, the following performance metrics are used: sum rate
(in bits/s/Hz), single user rate (in bits/s/Hz), throughput (in bits/s/Hz).
The above comparisons will be made using the following configurations of the trans-
mission channels:
• The channel emulator is used with the measured LTE channels loaded. The

LTE channelshave been measured based on the LTE test field of FhG-HHI and
represent a typical urban scenario. The details of the corresponding channel
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measurements can be found in [23]. With such channels, we can verify the
developed algorithms under realistic propagation environment. Furthermore,
the channel emulator will be running in the “triggering” mode to include the
influence of small channel variations.
• The 60 GHz frontends are used to enable free space transmission to see live

effects. With this mode, we can see how the algorithms behave in real free
space wave propagation and variation of the channels. It is most suitable for
live demonstration of the algorithms.

6.2.2 Enabling Algorithms

6.2.2.1 Precoding using Block-Diagonalization (BD)

The BD [24] or RBD [25] has been designed to suppress the inter-user interference
on the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems, which can be applied in the inter-
operator full sharing scenario defined by SAPHYRE. Suppose there are K users
shared the spectrum as well as the RAN. The base station (BS) is equipped with
MT antennas. The total receive antennas at user terminals (UTs) are denoted
by MU with each UT equipped with MU,k antennas. The detailed algorithms are
summarized as follows.
The received signal at the user terminals (UTs) are written as y1

...
yK

 =

 g
H
1

. . .
gH
K


 H1

...
HK

 [ w1 . . . wK

]  s1
...
sK


+

 g
H
1

. . .
gH
K


 n1

...
nK


=

 gH
1 H1w1 . . . gH

1 H1w1
... . . . ...

gH
KHKw1 . . . gH

KHKwK


︸ ︷︷ ︸

He

 s1
...
sK

+

 gH
1 n1
...

gH
KnK



where wk is the precoding matrix at the BS. When block diagonalization (BD)
is used, the off-diagonal elements in He are completely removed, which represent
the interference between users that belong to different operators. To do that, the
null space of the combined interference channel for user k is first extracted, k ∈
{1, · · · , K}. The singular value decomposition (SVD) is computed as H̃k = Ũk ·
Σ̃k ·Ṽ H

k = Ũk ·Σ̃k ·
[
Ṽ

(1)
k Ṽ

(0)
k

]H
. Denoting the rank of H̃k by r̃k, the signal space

and the null space of H̃k are obtained as Ṽ (1)
k ∈ CMT×r̃k and Ṽ (0)

k ∈ CMT×(MT−r̃k),
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respectively. After zero-forcing the inter-user interference, the SVD of the effective
channel for user k is written as HkV

(0)
k = Uk ·Σk · V H

k = Uk ·Σk

[
V

(1)
k V

(0)
k

]H

for k ∈ {1, · · · , K}, where the columns of V (1)
k ∈ C(MT−rk)×rk span the signal space

of Hk projected into the null space of H̃k with rk denoting the rank of HkV
(0)
k . In

order to maximize the sum rate of the user k, the beamforming vector is obtained
as wk = Ṽ

(0)
k v

(1)
k , where v(1)

k is the first column of V (1)
k . The received filter gk is

derived as gk = u
(1)
k with u(1)

k denoting the left dominant singular vector ofHkV
(0)
k .

6.2.2.2 Precoding using Regularized Block-Diagonalization (RBD)

Instead of zero-forcing the inter-user interference, regularized block diagonalization
(RBD) is designed to maximize the system sum rate under the constraint that the
Frobenius norm of the inter-user interference plus noise is minimized. The design
of wk = βWk,awk,b is divided into two steps, where Wk,a is used to suppress the
interference while wk,b facilitates the rate optimization for user k. Additionally, we
have a scalar β to fulfill the transmit power constraint at the BSs. Assuming that
||wk,b|| = 1 and full-power transmission, we have β2||Wk,awk,b||2 = β2||Wk,a||2F =
PT. Therefore, we choose β =

√
PT/||Wk,a||F . The matrix Wk,a is designed to

minimize the Frobenius norm of the inter-user interference plus noise, i.e.

Wk,a = min
Wk,a

E{||HkWk,a||2F + ||n||
2
2

β2 },

where n = [n1, . . . ,nK ]T After computing the SVD of the interference channel
H̃k = Ũk · Σ̃k · Ṽ H

k , we get Wk,a = Mk,aDk,a, where Mk,a = Ṽk and Dk,a =
(Σ̃T

k Σ̃k + MUσ
2
n

PT
IMT)− 1

2 is a diagonal power loading matrix. The matrix Dk,a is
positive definite in order to get a nontrivial solution of Wk,a. Similarly as BD, the
effective channel after interference suppression is written asHkWk,a = Uk ·Σk ·V H

k .
The vector wk,b is obtained as wk,b = v

(1)
k to enhance the sum rate for user k, where

v
(1)
k is the right dominant singular vector of HkWk,a. The received filter gk is

derived as the left dominant singular vector of HkWk,a.
Both BD and RBD are closed-form solutions and no iterations are required, which
makes it easy to implement. Furthermore, RBD improves the system sum rate
performance at low SNRs compared to BD due to that it balances the inter-user
interference with noise enhancement. At high SNRs, the sum rate performance
obtained by BD and RBD converge. The drawback of BD algorithms is that the
system is imposed on the antenna configuration constraint to assure the existence of
the null space, i.e. MT > MU. The RBD algorithm could be applied to any antenna
configuration, but the sum rate performance degrade dramatically as SNR increases
when MT ≤MU due to that RBD turns out to extract the null space at high SNRs
as BD does.
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6.2.3 Practical Implementation Issues

The practical implementation problems in this scenario as well as the solutions are
generally similar to those in the scenario SC2-TA, which have been described in
Sec. 6.1.3.1 to Sec. 6.1.3.5. Actually, the implementation of this scenario is more
relaxed than that of the spectrum sharing scenario SC2-TA. One main reason is
that the operations of the different operators are carried out within a single BS
device. Therefore, the synchronization and information exchange between differ-
ent operators is straightforward. In this scenario, different operators need only to
exchange CSI and, in the case of RBD, noise power spectrum. They need not to
exchange data. A central unit will calculate the precoding matrix according to
the CSI’s and the noise power information. Afterwards, it distributes the corre-
sponding coefficients to the operators for precoding their signals. Afterwards, the
signals of different operators are combined, scaled properly and passed to DAC’s
for transmission.

6.2.4 Mapping on the HIL-Demonstrator Platform

For the test of the SC1-TB scenario, the BS and the UTs are mapped to the demon-
strator platform both under channel emulator mode and the 60 GHz transmission
mode. While the first one is illustrated in Fig. 6.26, the latter one is illustrated in
Fig. 6.27. As shown, two experimental devices are used. While the transmitter of
one device acts the role of the BS, which is shared by two different operators, the
receiver of the other device acts the roles of the UTs of both operators. Furthermore,
similar to the mapping of scenario SC2-TA, one device acts as the master (w.r.t.
trigger signal distribution etc.), while the other one acts as the slave. In the channel

Figure 6.26: Mapping of scenario SC1-TB on the HIL platform with the channel
emulator mode.
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emulator mode, the outputs of the BS device and the inputs of the UT device are
connected to the inputs and outputs of the channel emulator, respectively. In the
60 GHz mode, the outputs of the two modulators of the BS device are connected
to 60 GHz Tx antennas, which are directional antennas. At the UT device, the
inputs of the demodulators are connected to the 60 GHz Rx antennas, which are
omni-directional antennas. The Tx- and Rx antennas have separation of about 1.5
to 2 metres.

Figure 6.27: Mapping of scenario SC1-TB on the HIL platform with 60 GHz free
space transmission mode

Fig. 6.28 shows the flowchart of the HIL test program. First, general parameter
settings are carried out. Afterwards, the channel set up is carried out including
the activation of the channel emulator mode or the 60 GHz transmission mode. In
the case of channel emulator mode, the corresponding channel operations are the
same as those in scenario SC2-TA. Afterwards, channel estimation (and noise power
estimation) are carried out. Different SNR levels can be achieved by adjusting the
variable gain amplifiers at the modulators. In the 60 GHz transmission mode, this
can also be achieved by increasing the Tx-Rx distance. For each channel realization
and each SNR level, signal transmissions with both non-sharing and sharing are car-
ried out. In the sharing case, different precoding algorithms can be applied. During
each transmission, some intermediate results e.g. the received signal constellation
and the currently measured throughput can be shown. After all transmissions are
finished, the results will be evaluated and saved.
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Figure 6.28: Flowchart of the software implementation of the full sharing scenario.
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